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towns were small, and neighboring com-
munities constantly menaced each other, so
there was little of the comparative security
which would allow commerce, or the
working of quarries of marble or of other
stone. The artisans, therefore, turned
their attention to pottery and to bronze,
and terra-cotta was an excellent material
upon which to display brilliant pigments.
ot only was it used as elsewhere for
structural portions of buildings, but all
ordinary utensils were made of it, and it
was finally used to receive the remains of
the men whom it had so well served during
their .lives. The sarcophagi of the Greeks
were hewn from a single stone; those of
the Etruscans were cast in terra-cotta.
Some, that were more ambitious, had the











moulds, so that there were many replicas
more or less crude, which differed from
each other in coloring only. The sides
and ends were usually decorated with
mythical scenes, the sacrifice of Iphigenia
and the mystery of Mithras occurring
most frequently. Often the modelling
was merely touched with vermilion, the
color with which conquerors smeared
themselves as emblematic of victory, and
which played so large a part in the poly-
chromy of the past. The funeral rites of
the Etruscans must have been unusually
solemn. The tombs were excavated in
tufa below the sur-




the depths of the
earth; at intervals,
opposite each other
on either side, were
n ic h e s in w h ic h
torch-bearers stood
while the procession slowly descended alter-
nately in the torchlight and the darkness
into the tomb chambers below. There
terra-cotta Gorgon's heads leered from
the walls, and a lamp of the same material
swung from the ceiling by a leaden cord.
The main chamber in the larger tombs,
such as that in the environs of Perugia,
was devoted to the funeral ceremonies,
while all about it niches contained the
sarcophagi of the different members of
the family, each of terra-cotta, and each
colored upon nearly its entire surface.
The backgrounds of blue, the dull red
of the flesh of the male figures, and the
white of the female, the scarlets, yellows,
and greens of the draperies, though crude
when seen in strong light, must have been
rich and decorative in their effect in dim
light against the background of the niches.
Doubtless there were emporiums for these
sarcophagi, as there are tombstone marble
yards to-day, and contiguous to the street
of tombs of Veii were workshops where
the terra-cottas were 'pressed into forms,
baked and decorated, and where one
might choose the future receptacle for
his ashes.
In Asia Minor large terra-cotta vases
were used as sarcophagi, such vases or
jars as those for wine and oil. The body
was doubled forward from the waist with
the head between the knees in order to
adapt it to the scant space, and the vase
itself, slung upon long staves, was carried
in the universal manner of carrying bur-
dens in the East. These vases were
buried upright in the grounds. The
columbaria, or rooms with little niches for
small vases containing the ashes of the
dead, seem to have been used by the
Romans more than by other nations.
The funeral urns of the finest of baked
clay were decorated by the best work of
painters who were skilled artists, and
whose very touch had character and
force. And it was not alone with paint-
ing that these urns were decorated, but
with bas-relief, with applied enamels and
rich sculpture, so that some of them are
of priceless value.
The terra-cotta urns, like all else in
this imperishable material, remain better
preserved than any of the later work in
marble or in bronze. Many of the bronze
forms are copied in the terra-cotta, which
seems to have lent itself to subtle form
equally well with metal itself. In the
early works of art, skill seems to have
been commensurate with the facility of
working the material used, and bronze
and terra-cotta attained a high degree of
perfection long b fore marble or other
stones were skilfully handled. In model-
ling the clay, the very curves caused by
gravitation had a subtler line than those
hewn out of stone, and it is to the free-
dom with which clay can be handled that
terra-cotta owes much of its charm; a
charm similar to that in an artist's sketch,
where the material has been felt to be no
obstacle to the thought.
[To be continued.]
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extent to create, within certain geographical area in our country,
a distinctive architectural expression, not important enough in
quantity perhaps to attract attention as. a national type, but suffi-
cient to show that consistent and concentrated efforts in this
direction will almo t inevitably afford such a type ooner or later.
But the great majority of our educated architects ar still content-
ing them elves with doing merely corr ct elegant, and scholarly
work, which eems to give no direct impulse to style, has no indi-
cation of healthy, vigorou life, and, 0 far as we can ee, but little
capacity for progress.
The ranks of the profession are daily recruited from the body
of young drau ht men who think that they recognize in thern-.
s lves c rtain capacities for compo ition, while in reality they are
without a solid basis of practice or knowl dge, without serious
conviction of duty, and without the ability to advance. Most of
the e young men mistake a power to appreciate, enjoy, and pro-
duce picture que and romantic effects, for a complete architec-
tural equipment. This power is easily acquired; to 'orne it comes
with scarcely an effort. It is the first indication of the possession
of an architectural mind, but it is only the first, and the young
architect begins practice with a capital composed only of conceits,
fancies, shallow predilection, and clever" dodge ," all in a nar-
row range, and is completely at the mercy of his own caprices.
He can copy, he can invent, but he is not in condition to progres .
It is to thi fact, more than to any other, that is to be attributed
our national failure to create style.
I am ure I am not mistak n, th r fore, wh n I say that, in
respect to the theory of design, the young architect is not ready to
do justice to himself, to his profession, or to hi clients, until
his mind ha been thoroughly saturated with the t eling for deli-
cacy, purity, and finish, for exactness of proportion and pr cision
of detail, which can only be obtained by studying, drawing, and
combining the classic orders, by understanding under what con-
ditions they were developed in Greece and the Greek colonies,
how they were treated and organized by the Romans, what
modifications they underwent in the hands of the Italian and
French masters of the R naissance, and the low proc sses by
which, in France especially, they gradually transformed and finally
supplant d the media-val form.
The e exercises in the order, in th ir history and their appli-
'cations, constitute a refining process, and furnish the student with
an architectural con. cience, as' it were. Their effect upon his
mind is such that he i enabled to design seriously, 0 that
his work, whether classic or romantic, renaissance or mediaeval,
b comes so highly organized as to be sensitive to the slightest
change, and cannot submit to modifications without loss of artistic
unity. Indeed, in general, the test of good de ign resides in this
quality of sen itiveness. An architectural composition, like a
drawing of a human figure, should be 0 conscientiously studied
that the change. of a foot in general dimen ions, or of an inch or
fraction of an inch in details, will be felt throughout the whole
rna s. This is the way to make a work of art. It hould be a
HENRY D. BATES.
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THE EDUCATION OF THE ARCHITECT.
1.
ince archaeology has become a science, and precedent have
been classified, organized, and rendered accessible, the progre s of
architecture as a fine art ha been seriou ly interrupted. This
accumulation of knowl dge has divided into many channel those
forces which, when confined to one, have developed style. It has
tended to create a prot sion of virtuosos instead of artists, and
to make the history of modern architecture a record of more or
les ingenious experiments in tyle. But notwithstanding our
efforts to imitate old things, new conditions of structure, material,
and u e have combined to give to modern work a distinctive
character as modern. To this extent modern work seems to be
fulfilling fairly its proper function to express modern civilization.
But it is a reproach to us that as yet with all this unavoidable
differentiation, modern architecture has apparently not yet devel-
oped distinctive modern styles. What is the remedy? Evidently
our only protection from this anarchy of art must reside in the
cultivation of convictions, which are fruitful, as oppo ed to the
license of eclectici m, which is steril. It is, therefore, th mo t
obvious duty of one who undertakes to advise architectural aspi-
rants as to their education, to impre s upon them the fact that
convictions arise, not from inspiration, but from study and high
training.
There have been perhaps a dozen prominent men in th pro-
fession during the last tw nty years whose work has been distin-
guished for a persistent effort to develop style by the process of
consistency, - by adopting, as a basis of design, some historical
phase of architecture, like the Romanesque, which a yet has not
been developed to its last expression, and by remaining faithful
to it through every temptation to try their hands at other styles.
The result has been that they have exhibited progre s in their
works, and have been followed therefore by other to a sufficient
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highly developed and consistent organism. An exclusive training
in romantic work hardly furnishes standard and formulas suffi-
ciently sensitive to create an architectural conscience so justly
fastidious and. elf-denying. The essential spirit of romanticism,
as opposed to classicism, is self-indulgent; it does not encourage
simplicity or reserved force; it occupies the mind with predilec-
tions and prejudices, instead of principles and convictions; it
makes pleasure rather than duty a leading motive. I do not
mean to say that a medizevalist cannot have an architectural
conscience, or that he cannot be capable of a high degree of
reserve and refinement in hi work. But the cathedral builders
were masters of design, because, by the limitation of their knowl-
edge, they were kept in a narrow channel, and, like a stream, were
. swept onward all the faster for this reason. We are tempted by o,ur
greater knowledge to frequent diversions and excursions outside
of a course of reasonable progress, and it needs a spirit of very
exceptional natural qualities to resist such temptation; we thus
become shallow and slow by a dissipation of forces. It is not for
the exceptional genius, but for the commonplace student that I
write, and it is on him that I urge the pre-eminent importance of
preliminary training in classic forms.
Another serious obstacle in the path of consistent progress is
in the too frequent want of preparation in construction, in the
knowledge of strength of materials, and in at least the outlines of
chemistry, electricity, mechanics, and the other sciences neces-
sary to a full architectural equipment. The absence of thorough
education in thes practical departments has done very much to
throw discredit upon the dignity and usefulness of the profession.
It is not sufficient or wise for a man to gain this indispensable
practical knowledge, in the course of his practice, at the expense
of his client and of his own reputation or peace of mind. In the
d signing of a building, scientific questions of economic structure
occupy a far larger part of the architect's thoughts than questions
of pure art. Indeed, the latest and most advanced developments
of architectural form have been absolutely controlled by consider-
ations of economy and stability, and the devices of construction
with steel and fire-proof envelopes, to satisfy these considerations,
have become so exacting, in re pect to the essential form and
details of the structure, as to demand the utmost amount of inge-
nuity to present them as architecture. The architectural character
of the most important civic buildings of modern times rests
entirely upon practical considerations, which not infrequently
remove them from the direct influence of precedent into difficult,
perilous regions, where the architect is compelled to exercise the
very highest qualities of art, and where the works of the great
historical master and the monuments of the great national styles
em to give him little or no aid. The frequency of problems of
this ort increases with the advance of civilization; and he who is
not prepared to solve them with the ample resources, not only of
a scientific constructor, but of an artist trained to expres the
mo t exceptional conditions of structure in adequate architecture,
can never reach the highe t and most remunerative professional
practice.
It will not be long before those who propose to enter the
rank of the profe sion will be compelled by legislation, in view of
public safety, to submit their knowledge as practical and scientific
builders to a rigid examination before they are admitted to prac-
tice. In various parts of the country strong efforts are making to
ecure such legi lation : and when adequate law. shall have been
pa sed in one tate they will very soon be enacted in others. It
i the obviou intere t of the profe ion to forward uch move-
ment and m morial to thi end have already been prepared and
pre ented by chapter of the merican In titute of rchitects.
In fact, the fi ld of mod rn practice demanding a
much high r quipment in re pect to art, and a much more
thorough knowledge 111 re pect to construction, than here-
tofore.
I am not informed with respect to the details of the curriculum
in the architectural schools established in Cornell and in various
colleges, especially in the West, but that connected with the
School of Mines at Columbia College, under the charge of Prof.
W. R. Ware, and that of the Massachusetts In titute of Tech-
nology, under the charge of Prof. F. W. Chandler, are universally
acknowledged to be abundantly equipped with every facility for
architectural instruction. They are wisely administered, gener·
ously endowed, and have been long enough in existence to have
emancipated themselves from those traditions of the European
schools, which have no immediate appreciation of our needs, to
have adjusted themselves to our conditions, and to have created
an atmosphere for the American student full of wholesome
inspiration. Their courses cover instruction in the history of
architecture, in the theory and practice of design, based mainly
upon classical methods, free-hand and instrumental drawing,
water colors, construction in all its branches, including strength of
materials, specifications, and all those branches of science which
, affect architecture. A conscientious use of the manifold advan-
tages offered by such schools through a full course of three or
four years, as the case may be, followed by a few months of intel-
ligent observation and study abroad, and by two or three years
of experience at. home as a draughtsman in a well-ordered office of
established reputation and practice, constitutes almost an ideal
course of preparation for the architect. It depends upon personal
considerations whether the office experience should precede or
follow the theoretical studies of the school; my own opinion is in
favor of the order I have named, and I am quite confident that
six months' travel abroad after the course of theoretical training,
whether the office experience follows or precedes such travel, will
have far more value to the student than three years of travel
before such training. The man who by previous education knows
what to expect from foreign observation, and what he needs to
complement, confirm, or correct his knowledge, to refine his
architectural mind, and to enlarge and purify his resources of
design, observes with an intelligent and critical mind. His
strength is not wasted by studying accidental effects, curiosities
of design, and other non-essentials, and he does not overlook
points of 'composition or construction because they may be pre-
sented in a manner less fitted to attract the attention of the
uneducated. He knows enough to recognize vital and fruitful
qualities in historic architecture, even when concealed under an
archaic rna k. He can detect such qualities as a useful basis of
design; and while he studies and sketches those developments of
style which present the last phases of dying forces and are there-
fore incapable of further progression, he will not allow himself to
be limited by them, and he will not allow details, however
beautiful, to interfere \ ith the cultivation of high ideals. The
untrained mind can gain no such advantages by foreign travel,
without a great loss of time. To fill a sketchbook with mis-
cellaneous odd and ends, however cleverly rendered, will be of
little or no advantage to the student, except as exercises in the
training of the hand and eye, if they are not made subordinate to
the obtaining of convictions or principles of design and practice.
If he doe not return home with such confirmed convictions, it
would have been better for him to have filled his sketchbooks
\ ith copies from architectural books and photographs, studied
and selected at home, thus saving the expen es of futile travels.
The young men, who e circum tance are such as to enable
them to avail themselves of a cour e of instruction so copious a
that which I hav outlined, are al 0 apt to be ble sed with influen-
tial relati e , "with cou in , 'with uncles, and with aunt ," and
family friend, who every exi tence, it ha been humorou ly
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claimed, as furnishing to the young architect a fruitful and indul-
gent client 1 in the very beginning of his profes ional career, is
as u eful as four year of preparatory study in a school. But the
hi tory of architectur proves that the most succe ful and illu -
.trious men in the profession have followed no such royal road to
good fortune, and the poor lads, who not only are unable to show
the world, in their own persons,
" How much the fool who ha been sent to roam
Excels the fool who has been kept at horne,"
but who cannot avail them elve even of the manifold advantages
of the professional chool, n ed not be discouraged.
Every city in the country has a group of draughtsmen whose
education depends solely upon uch xperience as they can
gather by employment in local architectural office. It is need-
le s to say that such experience, unaided by well-directed study
outside, can procure for them only an ill-directed, inadequate, and
one-sided instruction. Yet, in a very large proportion of cases,
the capacity to practise rests upon this un ubstantial basis, aided by
such natural aptness as they may have been endowed withal.
This may be a sufficient education for a plumber, a mason, or a
carpenter, but for an architect it is impossible that it should be
other than fruitful in disa tel' to architecture and in disappoint-
ment to the practitioner. From this source come the array
of illogical, undisciplined, ungrammatical, vernacular work, the
imitations of imitation, and the endless succession of capricious
inventions, which line our streets, and give to the architectural
expres ion of our times an element of vulgarity which does not
fairly express the degree of cultivation which we have really
reached as shown in all the other art. The occasional er ction of a
good building by an educated architect establishes a home mi sion
wherever it appear, and exercis s an immediate, well-marked,
beneficial influence over such local practice. But this influence
stops with illiterate copies of some of the external characteristics
of the new structur. It hardly p n trate below the surface, or
furni he to the uneducated m mbers of th profe ion principles
upon which they can design with intellig nce and dignity.
ow, in the absence of the methods of training furnished by
chools and travel, what remains available to the poor fellows who
wander from office to office, earning a subsi tence more or less
precarious, and meanwhile eager to learn in th mid t of influences
more likely to degrade than to elevate the .imperfect ideals which
they may have been able to form? spirants of this sort should
be cheered by the reflection that th ir condition, if properly made
known to any educated architect, will d mand and obtain his
active sympathy and best advice. Thi sympathy and advice \ ill
I believe, generally take some such form as this;-
It must be assumed, in the beginning, that in nearly every large
community there are available to the student, either in public or
private libraries, or in the hands of his employers standard works
on architecture and construction. A little economy will enable
him to purcha e the most desirable of them. I found it u eful
in my own experience to make copious notes and sketche from
those volumes which I could not afford to purcha . I doubt not
that this process made them more my own than if their home
was on my own shelve. Of these book those relating to the
history of architecture hould be first read. Fergu. son's general
histories, and such special treati es a Street' "Brick and Marble
in Italy," his (C Gothic Architecture in Spain," Scott' "Secular and
Domestic Architecture in England," and the invaluable, general
articles on Cathedrals, and on Monastic and Dome tic Architec-
ture contained in the monumental Dictionary of Viollet-Ie-Duc.
Moore's (C Development and Character of Gothic rchitecture"
may also be tudied to great advantage as presenting an admirable
analy is of true architectural progression. But perhaps the most
u eful of general histories after Fergu son are Reber's" Histori
of ncient and Mediaeval Art," which contain by far the be. t,
most concise, most entertaining, and most unprejudiced com-
pendium of information on the wide rang which they cover.
Of books on the th ory of architecture I know of none so
inspiring and so elevating a the first volume of the (C Di cour e "
of Viollet-le-Duc. I earnestly recommend it to the student. In
order to make these books stay with him, he should make copious
note and sketches from them as he read. A diligent course of
such reading through the available night. of a single y ar would
go far to furnish him with high standard, to make him impatient
of any form of ulgar pretence, and to inculcate re pect for the
works of the masters in our art.
Coincident with this course of history and theory, or following
it, there should be a thorough and exhaustive study of the classic
ord rs. I found Gwilt's edition of the (C Civil Architecture of ir
William Chamber " a very convenient introduction to this study.
Any good edition of Vitruvius,' however, or the works of Vignola
or of any of the Italian masters, would perform the same servic .
ome one or two of their work are available in every public or
professional library. These order hould be carefully drawn and
committed to memory with precision that is, without fanciful
variations. The t t to which the tudent hould subject his knowl-
edge of the classic proportions i in free-hand memory sketche of
the correct orders and of their combinations at large and small
scales without m a uring. Thi exerci e wil.l begin to bear fruit
when these ketch shall have be n found to retain the traditional
proportion and details, and when the re pective characteristics of
the ord rs, according to the Romans, hall have been fully mastered.
The attainment of absolute knowledge with regard to the e
venerable formulas will at once place the tudent far in advance
of those of his fellows v ho remain ignorant of the cla ics, and
content them elves with such specious nourishment as they can
obtain from dalliance with the picturesque and the romantic. He
will have b en taught to regard architecture eriously and sincerely,
whil th y still look upon it as a sort of amu ement, which gives
opportunity for the di play of a shallow facility, easily acquired,
and affording no di cipline to the habit of the mind in de igning.
He will have learned to distrust draughtsmen's tricks in drawing,
to set down no line which has not a meaning, to avoid making his
studies picturesque at the expen e of truth, remembering that the
available method and materials of structure now in use cannot
cr ate the affected waving lines and billowy surface which are
characteristic of 0 many of the published drawings of the day.
HENRY VA T BRU T.
[To be cOl'ttinued.J
Denni. Miller Bunker, whose drawing of Michel Angelo's
ight" is publi hed in this number (Plate XXIX.), was born
111 ew York, ov. 6, 1861, and worked in the ew York
schools, principally in the life clas es of the Art tudent'
League, until 1 1, when he went to Pari, where he became a
student of the cademie Julien, and afterwards studied under
Hebert and Gerome, r turning in 1 4. He received the th'ird
Hallgarten prize at the cademy in 1 , and was in that y ar
elected a member of the ociety of merican rti t. In 1
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he became instructor in the Cowles Art School, Boston, but
returned to ew York in the winter of 18 ~-90, and died in
Boston, Dec. 2 , 1 90.
His work is that of a thoroughly artistic temperament, cul-
tivated by thoughtful tudy. His drawing, accurate as it would
necessarily be from the influence of Gerome, is never dry or
hard, but full of vigor, and with great ease of manner and sim-
plicity. His portraits especially have great refinement and
character, and a certain quality of distinction which is far from
usual. He succeeded in imparting a certain hauteur to his sitters,
which made them somewhat more distinguished than was perhaps
their wont. This was merely the reflex of his own personality, for
he himself could be better described as debonair than by any other
term. His charm, his grace and bearing, the very flavor of his
speech, belonged more to the courtier of the Grand Monarque
than to he democrat of to-day, yet no one was more in earnest
than he, or had greater possibilities before him. His loss is the




PROGRA IME: -DESIGN FOR A PARl( E VTRANCE.
The main feature of the design to be a triumphal arch, con-
nected by arcades or colonnades with small buildings containing
the park offices on either ide of a square in front of the arch.
The square itself to be approached by a monumental bridge
crossing a stream.
C. H \\ARD W LYER.
JUDGMENT.
First Mention ]. McA. VANCE.
about one half, would be more monumental and imposing in effect, while losing
nothing of its possibilities either for quiet refinement or bold vigor of detail.
Still the desizn as a whole is so successful, and has been carried out so carefully
in the drawings, that little serious critici m can be offered against it.
C. H. RLACKALL, Critic.
PLATE XXVIII.
PROGRAMME: -A CA}/ilPANILE.
To be in two separate portions. The plan of lower portion
to be square, and of upper portion to be octagonal. Arches to
be used in upper portion only. Materials, - brick and stone.
Details may not necessarily be classic. Required,-rendered
drawings in color. One elevation, - one plan to a scale of one










Given a problem such as has been presented to the student, and the neces-
sity for a careful classic treatment thereof, and the design publi hed is in every
way worthy of it first mention. The details are clean and well chosen j the
culpture , excepting perhaps the two groups over the side, portal, are
thoroughly in scale and appropriate in sentiment, and the general effect would
be such as our public parks unfortunately seldom present. It is really what it
lays out to be, a magnificent entrance to a large park. If any exception were
to be taken, the details might be said to be a little too delicate for so bold and
decided a problem. The large, emphatic treatment of details which was
followed on the Arch of Triumph of the Star in Pari would better suit 0
pronounced a central feature as this, rather than the delicate cornice about the
centre or the Ionic work at the sides. Again, it is probable that the effect of
the entrance would be considerably increased if less importance were given to
the offices on each side of the approach. A perspective study of this design
would show at a glance that by extendinz the wino-s so far on either side
towards the front, the arch, which is the real focus of the design, is thrust into
the backzround and nece arily subordinated. Exactly the same design with
the side arcades carrie'tl around on a curve, and the offices reduced in projection
NOTES OF CRITICISM.
A campanile is, of itself, about as difficult a problem in design as the
architect ever encounters, and if we may judge by the quantities of towers
even in classic Italy which fall short of being thoroughly satisfactory, the diffi-
culty of design is increased by the absence of recognized precedent. com-
parison of the three designs under con ideration would, perhaps, more clearly
emphasize the strong points and the defects of each, than any abstract critici 111
of each taken singly. Each design shows a well-defined base, but in that
which received the first mention this portion is very slightly treated, so as to
really count for very little. The base in the design which was awarded third
mention is con iderably better, but is marred by the two in ignificant and
apparently useless windows each side of the doorway. The main shaft of the
tower is proportioned about the same in' each design. The arrangement of
the windows in the design: placed second is very happy, the openings being
small and well in scale, while the balcony in front of the third tier prevents any
monotony. The openings in the first design are too large and too much at
random in their arrangement, and the same might be said of the third. The
authors of the first and third designs have very wisely omitted, or but very
slightly indicated, any quoined construction at the angles, while the second
design treats the quoins very emphatically. The real effect in construction, of
course, would depend entirely upon the materials, but in a general way it is
probable that quoins which were marked in appearance would hurt rather than
help the general effect. A tower is by no means a monolith, but the less the
attention is diverted to the construction of the main shaft, the more the mind
can appreciate the effect of the whole. In regard to its proportions, the first
design is decidedly pleasing, though we should have liked to see the upper
lantern a little less drawn out and the loggia a trifle higher. In the second
design the balconies on each face, with the excessive brackets, form a picturesque
feature, and, in a way, serve to mark the top of the square portion without
resorting to the familiar loggia device, but it is a question if anything is gained
thereby. The dome which caps the lantern of the third design is so different
in spirit and detail from the loggia, that it does not quite seem in place. Except
for the requirements of the problem, the tower would look on the whole rather
better without any lantern at all.
A problem which is so simple in its requirements naturally calls for study
of proportion more than detail, and in this the three designs have been quite
successful. Indeed, on the whole, all of the designs ubmitted by the class
were considerably above what was expected.
C. H. BLACKALL, Critic.
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A STUDY OF DECORATION.
(Coittinued from Vol. fff., o. 5.)
RE AISSA CEo
The hi tory of the Renaissance i. of so complex a nature,
and has 0 many different convergent force incident to its
growth, that it is w llnigh impo sible to give even a synopsis of
it in a few word. The Crusades of the tenth century produc d
much reflex influence of the Ea t upon the W st; interchange of
ideas as w 11 as of commerce was constant, and, while on the
one hand orman Counts were grafting a J orthern style upon
Eastern motives in Sicily, on the other the rich foliation of
Oriental design began to influence Italian architecture. Thi
would account to some xtent for the multicolored style which
appeared in Italy in the fourteenth century, the sometim
so-called tre-cento style, 'of which the Baptistery at Florence and
the facades of the Badia at Fiesole and of San Miniato are
xamples. It consisted of the use of black and of white marbles
in panels and in diaper pattern , with mouldings and character
refined and delicate, and a u e, also, of interlaces that were
apparently derived from the East. This style was coincident in
Italy with the culmination of the purest French Gothic in the
Isle de France, and shows that Gothic was not the choice of the
Italian but was unsympathetic to a nation accustomed to the
remain of ancient art. little later on, with this work are found
representation of realistic flower and fruit forms, handled not in
the manner of the Gothic foliage, but more nearly resembling
the garlands of the Romans. Such are the trims to the bronze
door of the Baptistery at Florence.
The great stimulus, however, to the art of the Renai anee,
which, as its name implies is a new birth of the ancient art, was
given by the desire for culture that came with th security of
the courts of the nobles in the Italian cities. Th cities of Italy
had become subject to a great extent to nobles, who were either
free captains or adventurers, vicar of the pope, or leaders of the
people, and in most cases the local sovereignty of these nobles
had become her ditary, while at times as in Florence, where
the people them elves held way, the freedom was more
apparent than real. The constant warfare, which had formerly
exiled all art and culture to the cloister, became less, and all ov r
Italy petty court arose with a noble patron and numerous
courtiers, among whom were poets, philosophers, wits, and artists.
The study of clas ic literature by the poets of the fourteenth
century wa one of the mo t pot nt factors in inciting a taste for
the cla sic id a1. The intellectural quality, the finish and skill hown
in classic vel'S were alike apparent in classic art. To the awaken-
ing appreciation of the be t of the Italians, all work of the
immediately preceding centuries seemed crude and barbaric; the
asceticism of the monastic teaching wa repugnant; joyou ness,
and not asceticism, appealed to them, and they turned with
eager and searching eye towards what antiquity had left them of
the golden age of their ancestors. With all it was the same;
they were pur ued by a burning enthu iasm to emulate the past.
Giotto counted time by Olympiads, while yet unable to draw
other than Gothic forms; Dante, Boccaccio Tasso, each recog-
nized the great poets of the Greek and Romans as their model ;
the Pisani struggled to produce clas ic sculpture; Mantegna
introduced colonnades and temple in his background ; the trong
fortre style of the Florentine palace which with Arnolfo del
Cambio and Orcagna, had pointed arches and Gothic moulding,
when touch d by Brunelleschi and Michelozzo, became round
arched with dentill d and modillion d cornices, and the cloisters
of anta Croce, with party-colored voussoirs and Gothic capital
were supplemented by delicate classic arcade. Brunelleschi'
complete surrender to classic proportions seem to hav been
induced by his pilgrimage to Rome and the months he spent
there measuring and drawing the fora and the temples. His
appreciation of proportion and of the intellectural quality of
clas ic work seems to have been complete, but he did not for a
moment attempt mere copying, but developed his own work in
the classic spirit. At first th re is but little attempt to do more
than refine already existing forms. The grooved, de p-cut
mouldings of the Gothic give place to fine flat moulding about
openings. Cornices are enriched, and belt courses receive eggs
and darts and dentils. Littl by little the wall surfaces, which
at first are crudely cut, are more carefully fini hed, and finally
the first pilaster treatment appears as in Alberti's Palazzo Rucellai,
and Bramante's Palazzo Cancellaria. It is but a step from this
to the use of engaged colonnades and arcades as ornamental
motive, and the subsequent grouping of column, and of
columns and pilasters. Constructive motives once used as orna-
ment, their continued use and final degradation followed a a
matt r of course. In this lies the besetting sin of Renai ance
work. With but few exceptions, ornamentation in all previous
s.tyles performed the service of accenting and beautifying con-
structive form. I t was reserved for the Renai ance artist, in
his enthusiasm for classic work, to incorporate those forms
without purpose other than ornamentation. The practice is
unju tifiable, inasmuch as the r sult is inadequate. If one human
being should adorn himself with fragments of another, the case
would be somewhat analogous. The eff ct might possibly be
decorative, but would be deemed barbaric, and could better be
obtained by other means. So long as Renai sance detail wa
subservient to and enhanced constructive form, it was beautiful
in proportion to its refinement; when it became ornament per se,
the decay of the style had set in.
The Renaissance pilasters, which were similar to the classic
antre, had, in the earlier examples, plain surfaces, unfluted and
undecorated; but, as the style was developed and enriched, these
perpendicular members, in common with the horizontal members
of the architectural scheme, were ornamented with sculpture. In
classic work the sculptural enrichment was confined to the bases,
capitals, and entablature, being especially developed in the frieze,
and, as previously stated, the forms that were colored in the
archaic structures were imitated in carving in the Ionic and Corin-
thian orders; in like manner the delicate painted scrolls of the long
upright panels dividing the wall surfaces in the House of Titus,
or at Pompeii, were reproduced in the round upon the Renaissance
pilaster. In fact, the pilaster became an upright sculptured panel.
In the Loggia of the Vatican, Raphael painted the pilasters as
of old, being inspired by the discoveries made in his time
upon the Palatine; but his work was infinitely more elaborated
than that of the Romans, and betrayed the hand of a master,
while theirs was done by craftsmen. The motives on the
pilasters were of two kinds, -the continuous scroll, starting from
a strong ba e leaf and rising in equal volutes, with alternating
direction tc right and to left, and filling the panel. This motive
needed always to be balanced by its opposite, and was con-
sequently seldom used. It had its prototype in the magnificent
scroll from the Forum of Trajan. The other motive was that
usually used, and capable of infinite variety, that of a central
axi , the ornament diverging from it symmetrically on either side.
Thi motive wa borrowed from colored decoration on the Roman
wall It is a mo t difficult cla f ornament to handle, a so
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much depends upon relative distribution, proportion, and relief of
modelling. The motive usually starts at the bottom and grows
continuously to the top, with the base, whether a mass of leafage,
a vase, or other unit of ornament, well defined, and the crowning
unit strong and rich. The central axis can be actual or merely
evidenced by the symmetry of the sides, preferably actual. To
prevent an effect of absolute perpendicular division or of stringi-
ness, this axis, between its base and its crown, is divided, either
by knots of ornament, concentrated masses, or horizontal motives.
In making the e divisions, the rules of cadence need to be
carefully observed; the divisions should be made equal in length,
or alternate, or in sequence, and the same method should be
observed in the units of ornament marking the divisions. In most
cases there is more ground than ornament, which always demands
that the lines of the ornament should be most carefully studied,
and that the units used as terminals for these lines should be
exactly disposed, in relation to the axis, to each other, and to the
border of the panel. When one considers the number of factors
which can enter into the composition of one of these panels, it
can be readily conceived that their variety is wellnigh infinite;
absolute symmetry on either side of a central axis on which are
threaded units of ornament, and which starts from a mass of
detail and terminates in a mass of detail; systems of radial lines
diverging from the central axis and terminating in centres of
ornament of greater or less size, arranged in all sorts of groupings;
garlands, pendants and ribbons, vases, trophies, shields, birds,
beasts and nondescript combinations, foliage conventional and
natural, forms human and superhuman, all in varying scales,
all in surfaces undulating, now rising into sharp relief with
clear-cut edges, now sinking and melting into the background;
and the whole so carefully balanced, so exactly distributed, that
no portion should be too strong for another, no detail but
should be equally refined. It is not an easy matter to succeed in a
design of such requirements.
It is well into the latter part of the fifteenth century before
this pilaster treatment is .prevalent. The Quattrocento work con-
tains much less of it than the Cinquecento. The motives used
in the friezes are, with but few exceptions, the classic motives,
somewhat more attenuated and refined. The garlands and
trophies, lions' and bulls' heads, dolphins and griffins, tridents
and shells and rosettes, and numberless familiar forms appear in
a new guise; the new forms being, for the most part, heraldic
motives or town arms, such as the fleur-de-lis of Florence, the
Biscione or viper of Milan, and lions which are rampant, a con-
dition unknown to their classic prototypes. Shields, though used
before, have a new form, and ribbons are developed into all sorts
of knots and waving ends, the loops having the same cadences in
relative size as other decorative compound motives. The capi-
tals are based upon the Roman capitals, but in most cases are
marked improvements upon them,-simpler and with greater
delicacy. The Doric capital is comparatively little used. The
Ionic is of the Roman flat-faced variety, with but little to recom-
mend it; but the Corinthian is refined and simplified, with one row
of leaves, and finally only corner leaves supporting the scrolls,
the scrolls themselves long and fine in line. There is a variety
found at its be t and most frequently in Bologna, in which the
scrolls are brought to the astragal, and then are reversed into
small volutes which, meeting, form a base for a central radial
unit, palmette, flowers, or leaves. This is the variety adapted by
the French in the time of Francis 1. This central unit is of all
kinds, simple and complex, conventional or natural.
The mouldings are essentially the classic mouldings, multi-
plied, adapted, and supplemented by factors derived from Gothic
sources. Seldom, especially in the earlier Renaissance, are there
as rich entablatures as' that of the Temple of Jupiter Stator, and
the crolled treatment of the Roman frieze is not apparently
admired by the Renaissance designers. All the minor surfaces,
beads, fa cias, etc., are decorated more than in the Roman work.
It is in the use of the panel, however, and in the translation of
classic color decoration into relief decoration, that the chief
differences exist between the old and the new work. Still
another new development is that of the balustrades. The
Roman parapet was either solid or of a pierced slab, of which
the design can perhaps best be described by defining it as the
result of combining upright and diagonal crosses with equal arms.
In Romanesque and in Byzantine architecture the relative scale
of columns to each oth r was constantly ignored, specially as
columns became less and less detached from the walls or piers,
and finally were little more than crowned roll mouldings at the
corners, so that it is usual to find not only all variations of pro-
portions of diameters to heights of shaft, but also all sorts of
columns in juxtaposition. It did not seem out of scale, therefore,
to make a miniature colonnade do duty as a balustrade in the
midst of columns of much greater magnitude. In Venice, in
Lombardy, or in Spain such colonnaded balustrades are frequent.
In classic work, on the contrary, this variation of scale of similar
things was felt to be an error; at the same time, the colonnade
was considered an excellent balustrade motive. The difficulty to
be overcome was the forcing the colonnade into scale. This
was done by making the little columns bulbous, so that they no
longer resembled structural forms. In what this motive originated
it is difficult to determine; its object is unmistakable. The balus-
ters are of many forms, single with bases and caps of all the
orders, double with a central belt or zone from which the baluster
grows symmetrically both upward and downward. Clothed with
acanthus leaves as on the stairs to the pulpit at Siena, fluted
and ribbed, or circled with rich masses of horizontal mouldings.
Many of them seem to have borrowed the forms of amphorae
and vases, and it is possible that the pottery forms may have
suggested the baluster lines; all are alike in that they are pur-
posely different from all other decorative motives, and form a
separate class alone by themselves. Later carved and perforat d
screens take the place of the balusters, as in Santa Maria dei
Miracoli, at Venice, having their prototypes in both Roman and
in Byzantine pierced screen work.
It is natural that some of the Gothic motives should be used,
but transformed by Renaissance details; and though such trans-
lation of one style into the other is more frequent in France and
Spain than it is in Italy, there are to be found in the latter
country Renaissance pinnacles, trac ries, and flying buttresses,
and diaper patterns which are evidently suggested by Gothic
prototypes. Crockets alone seem to have been considered im-
possible factors in Renaissance work. The finials usually resemble
vase forms, occasionally are frankly capitals, and in such cases
support statues. Obelisks are also used, as in the Library at
Venice. The traceries are in most cases superposed colonnades
or arcades, and in the rosaces which occasionally occur in Re-
naissance work, colonnades are whirled about a centre, the columns
following the radial lines. The rich shadow obtained by the
succession of receding arche in Romanesque work is also
borrowed and adapted, the only difference being in the detail,
which is always classic.
The use of many colored marbles, of columns of all varieties
of material of rich incrustation, which was so universal in Oriental,
Byzantine, and Rornanesque work, and which was imitated by the
Romans during the reign of Hadrian, and from that time on, was
entirely discarded in the earlier Renaissance work, and only
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